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ABSTRACT

Seismic Risk and the Periali Fault Part II presents the results of
seismic response analyses of four additional sections taken from deep
water well logs from important localities along the Delta Junction-
AlaskaCanada Boundary segment of the proposed Alcan gas pipeline route
These models were added to the study based on the need for additional
data on the response of thicker sections of surficial materials with
water tables of varying depth and the effect of shallow permafrost

The initial seismic response analyses were based on input motion
from the magnitude 7.7 Kern County earthquake of 1952 as recorded at
Pasadena modified to better represent the motion expected from
magnitude earthquake on the Denali Fault

Due to uncertainties in the use of scaling factors in the higher
magnitude ranges we decided to submit the model sections to simulated
earthquake which more closely matched the motion which would be generatQd
by strain release on the Denali Fault 50 km from the site

Response to the two types of input motion was quite similar with
respect to the maximum acceleration values developed at the surface
However the artificial earthquake produced an increased number of
strain cycles which would be important in the case of liquefiable
soils The results of both studies indicate that calculated maximum
accelerations in surface materials are unlikely to exceed 0.50 and
that design criteria along most of the route segment will be similar to
those developed for other high seismic risk zones The liquefaction
problem deserves further study but such studies should not be attempted
without more detailed sampling and adequate soils engineering data
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INTRODUCTION

In our initial report Seismic Risk and the Denali Fault Part

we presented data derived from seismic response analyses of representa

tive subsurface sections along the Delta Junction-Alaska--Canada boundary

segment of the proposed Alcan gas pipeline route

In the previous study the sections were subjected to the motion

recorded at Pasadena during the 1952 Kern County earthquake In this

report we present results which were obtained when the same sections

were submitted to design earthquake which we believe more closely

simulates the motion which would be associated with strain release

generated by magnitude earthquake along the Denali Fault

This report also includes seismic response analyses of additional

sections with increased total thickness and known water tables These

sections are taken from selected water well logs obtained from State of

Alaska and U.S Corps of Engineers hydrologic records



SEISMIC RESPONSE ANALYSIS

Analyses of Additional Sections

Four additional surficial sections were subjected to seismic

response analysis using the techniques outlined in Part These

sections which were taken from water well logs Wailer and Toilen

1962a l962b are sho in Figure Some of these sections are

substantially thicker than those analyzed in Part but otherwise

consist of similar types of materials For convenience the profiles

analyzed in Part of this report are reproduced in Figure

In the absence of new drilling and laboratory data for these

profiles we have used the engineering parameters derived from the test

hole data used in Part The soil properties of the new Section MOD

are comparable to those of section A6-9 while the remaining new sec

tions are similar to section A2-ll The input motion used in the

analysis of the new profiles was again the Pasadena motion of the

magnitude 7.7 1952 Kern County earthquake scaled to maximum accelera

tion of 0.2 and predominant period of 0.4 seconds Additionally

both the new profiles and those analyzed in Part have been subjected

to simulated earthquake as discussed below

Generation of Simulated Earthquake Motion

In Part we discussed the multitude of empirical relationships

which have been derived for strong ground motion and the large scatter

in the actual measurements The lack of adequate data especially in

the magnitude range was also discussed This situation along with an

inadequate understanding of the mechanics of generation and propagation

of strong motion to surface locations have led investigators to the



generation of simulated earthquake accelerograms based on statistical

considerations Models of varying complexity have been used including

White Noise stationary Gaussian processes and non-stationary processes

of various types

have subjected the selected sections to such artificially

generated ground motion following the approach of Jennings et al

C1968 and Ruiz and Penzien 1969 Essentially Gaussian White Noise

generated on the computer through random number-generating routine is

passed through filter to provide the proper frequency content

shaping window is then applied to give the simulated motion the initial

build-up and exponential decay typical of actual recordings The filter

parameters and shaping function as well as the duration and expected

maximum acceleration were chosen to generate simulated earthquake

with the basic characteristics presented in Part for magnitude

earthquake on the Denali Fault

Figures and show the time histories and Fourier amplitude

spectra of the Pasadena and artificial earthquake respectively The

most obvious difference between the two motions is more rapid build-up

in the artificial earthquake toward the high intensity portion of the

motion The Pasadena motion was recorded about 100 km from the epicenter

The difference in arrival time of the and phases respectively

would be about 13 seconds If the horizontal component is triggered by

wave converted into wave at some discontinuity the P-S difference

will be somewhat shortened The Pasadena earthquake record probably

reflects such situation The artificial earthquake has been recorded

at 50 km from the epicenter Though the build-up is somewhat rapid



in the artificial record it is probably good simulation of what would

occur in the strong motion record of our design earthquake

The spectra of the two motions are quite similar with the exception

of longer amplitudes in the frequency band below one cycle per second in

the artificial earthquake We expected less high frequency content in

the Pasadena motion as compared to the artificial earthquake Due to

the difference in epicentra distances the high frequency waves attenuate

more rapidly with distance than low frequency waves but this effect is

not reflected in the spectra

Clearly the use of simulated earthquake motion will not overcome

our ignorance about the complex wave mechanics involved in the explanation

of seismic record as generated by particular earthquake but it does

enable us to generate simulated records which may more closely approach

the parameters of design earthquake for given situation

Discussion

Figures through show the time history of surface acceleration

the Fourier amplitude spectrum of that motion the soil transfer function

and the time history of the shear strain in the middle of the top layer

for four sections

In these figures the input is the Pasadena motion Figures

through 12 show for the same sections the same quantities but the input

motion is the simulated earthquake record From Figures and and

plots through it is apparent that there is little difference in the

response to the two motions For given section the maximum surface

accelerations are very similar The main difference is again seen in

the more rapid rise towards the high intensity motion in the artificial

earthquake Comparing the strain records for given profile resulting



from the two motions there is an increased number of significant strain

cycles in the artificial record This would be important in the case of

liquefiable soils as the number of significant stress cycles is

decisive parameter in determining whether vulnerable soil will approach

liquefaction

The additional sections have been subjected to both motions The

results shown in Tables and if compared to the data in Part

Tables and reinforce our conclusions that an increase in the thickness

of the section would reduce the peak acceleration values at the surface

since the peaks of the soil transfer functions occur in frequency band

where the input motion contains less power The shift in the transfer

function peaks towards lower frequencies with increasing depth can be

seen in the figures Note that the transfer functions shown in the

figures refer to the ratio of acceleration as function of frequency

that would be developed on the top soil layer over the acceleration

that would occur in bedrock outcrops In calculating these transfer

functions the strain dependence of the soil parameters is not taken

into account hence they are independent of the actual input motion

The spectral amplifications given in Tables and however refer to

the ratios between the acceleration at the surface and those at the

interface between bedrock and the bottom soil layer Since the acceleration

will always be greater for outcrops as compared to buried bedrock the

peak values given in the tables for each section show higher values than

corresponding peak values in the plots of the transfer functions



CONCLUSIONS AND RECOfENDATIONS

one-dimensional shear wave propagation model has been used to

analyze the response of several surficial sections along the Delta

Junction-Alaskan Canada Boundary segment of the proposed Alcan gas

pipeline route to strong motion associated with magnitude earthquake

generated by the Denali Fault The analyses concentrate on sections

incorporating surficial materials and conditions which might require

special design considerations from the standpoint of seismic risk

Although the analyses suffer from the lack of precise soils engineering

data which negates the application of more sophisticated analysis we

can offer the following conclusions

Maximum surface accelerations developed along the proposed

pipeline between Delta Junction and the USA-Canada boundary will not

require any special design consideration beyond those routinely required

in high seismic risk zones

Test hole data indicate that low-cohesion water saturated

soils may occur at few localities along this point of the route

These soils would liquefy under the motion produced by our design

earthquake Therefore we recommend the following studies

Delineation of areas with potentially liquefiable soils with

special attention to river crossings and south-facing bess-covered

hills

Acquisition of adequate engineering parameters for repre

sentative and critical soil types

Re-evaluation of the liquefaction potential on the basis of

the data obtained from and above



Calculation of acceleration velocity and displacement

response spectra from analyses based on the improved data

Development of design spectra for varying surficial conditions
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Table Maximum surface accelerations in developed in different profiles due to
Pasadena motion scaled to 0.1 maximum accelerations A6-7a is A6-7
profile with permafrost removed

Profiles A3-2 A6-7 A6-7A A6-9 A2-7 A2ll

Depth to bedrock 60 ft .11 .17 .17 .22 .19 .24
except in A3-2 ft

Depth to bedrock 200 ft .24 .13 .14 .11 .18 .19

except in A3.-2 60 ft

Table Maximum surface accelerations in developed in different profiles due
to Pasadena motion scaled to 0.2 maximum accelerations A6-7a is A6-7
profile with permafrost layer removed

A3-2 A6-7 A6-7A A6-9 A2-7 A2-ll

Depth to bedrock 60 ft .22 .24 .25 .39 .41 .44

except in A3-2 ft

Depth to bedrock 200 ft .41 .20 .21 .21 .34 .36

except in A3-2 60 ft



Table Maximum surface acceleration in developed in different prifiles

due to different input motions DEL Delta Junction profile TOK

Tok Junction profile CHEM Chemical Test Site profile MOD Sand

Model

Profiles DEL TOK CHEM MOD

Modified Pasadena motion .13 .24 .14 .25

.2 max accel

Artificially-generated record .10 .21 .13 .27

.2 max accel

Table Maximum surface acceleration in developed in different profiles

due to artificially-generated record with 0.2 inaximurri acceleration

A6-7A is A6-7 profile with permafrost layer removed

Profiles A3-2 A6-7 A6-7A A6-9 A2-7 A2-ll

Depth to bedrock 60 ft .30 .26 .27 .33 .43 .47

except in A3-2 ft

Depth to bedrock 200 ft .37 .20 .20 .19 .30 .31

except in A3-2 60 ft
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r.- .- ...

A3-2 A6-7 A6-9 P2-7 P2-il

O.0l.5 Lt brown slit O.020.5 brown-gray O.050.5 Brown O.OO.S Organic slit O.OO.5 Slit trace

with trace organics sand poorly graded
51.5 58 Sandy gravel

gryei

5B Lt brown silt

ne san
cobbles 5i2 Sandy gravel

/00
with trace slit 20-3O

0.i3 Highly
5lO Gravelly sand Oe/ cobbles Water table

weathered bedrock
______

6.0 after drilling

// 13 0l7 Weathered 10 517 Sandy 12 o-l6 Sand with

bedrock
b0 gravel 10% cobbles trace silt

16 05l Sandy gravel

_____ 20.52l.5 Gravel lens 17.5.43.0 Sandy po with trace silt

_______ 2i.523.0 Brown sand gravel 510% cobbles 10% cobbles from

0ZO
23.028.0 Frozen fIne

brown sand with trace .q
28 -32 Very fine

brown 5and

32.55l.5 Brown silt ...
with sandy layers o.

Material finer with

depth
00.0

43 O47 Sandy gravel

25-40% cobbles ..
QQ

.Q 47.0-50.0 Sandy gravel

35-60% cobbles

Figure Stratigraphic sections used for seismic response analysis Part
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Tok Junction Model Chemical Test Center Model
Bit Junction Model Water_Saturated Sand Model

r7T 0.0is Sandy silt

ET.ou.ó

15-84 Sandy gravelWater table 60
Water table 60

Water table 78
84-94 Clay 0-160 Poorly sorted

well graded sand
with trace silt

Bedrock 160

Engineering data from94-360 Sandy gravel TH A6-90.0-600 Sandy gravel 0.0-SSo Sandy gravel .6o with trace siltwith trace silt with trace silt frozen Engineering data
Engineering data --. to 220 Engineering 6P from lit A2-ll
from lii A2-ll

data from TH A2-ll
V.

..P

--
000

Bedrock 360

a-

o.0
Water table 450

0-c--.0

Bedrock sso

Bedrock 600

Figure Sections used in seismic response analysis
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FHiF ILL B9 200 FT FINE SN
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FT TO BEDROCK
FIGURE SOIL PROFILE A3-2

PASADENA RECORD

TOP LRrER PROFILE R3.2 FT

CRLTECH PSQENp MOTION CRLTECH PR5OENR MOTION CRLTECFt PRSRDEN OTJON

PROFILE R32STRUN TOP LRYR PROFILE /3.2

ri
Li
Ui

Li

LiLii Li

zuI Li

____________

LiLi
Ui

LLLJ

rj\--J

ct
Cl

Ui

00
CTCLE 5/5EC

.0
.p lutj 15.U .U b.0

TJpJ 3$ TiME IN SECNOS CYCLES /SEC

-1

SOIL TRANSFER FUNCTION

lIME HISTORY OF STRAIN ON Top SOIL LAYER TIME HISTORY OF SURFACE ACCELERATION FOURIER AMPLITUDE SPECTRUM OF SURFACE MoTIoN



FIGURE SOIL PROFILE A2-11 60 FT TO BEDROCK

PASADENA RECORD

TF LRER PIOF1LE P2 11/60 FT CRLTECH Pf5POENR MTJN CPL1EC-t PRSRDENR MFN CPLTECH PPSPOENA MUT1N

S1RPIN TP LRTER PROFiLE P2 Ill PROFILE P211/60 FT

ri

IL

frii

.1 4so o.o

CTCLE /5EC TiME SEC TIME fl CTCLES /SEC

SOIL TRANSFER FUNCTION TIME HISTORY OF STRAIN ON Top SOIL LAYER HISTORY OF SURFACE ACCELERATION
FOURiER AMPLITUDE SPECTRUM OF SURFACE NOTION

II

ii



.1
CRLTECH PRSOEN t4TiN

FIGURE SOIL PROFILE A6-9 60 FT TO BEDROCK

PASADENA RECORD

PRFJLE R69/O FT

TP LRYEB PRF1LE p6.9 /50 FT CRLTECH PSROENR MT1N CRLTECH PSRDENR MT1N

STRUN TP L41EA PAFiLE R5.S

IL

It
CreW /SEC

FOURIER AMPLITUDE SPECTRUM OF SURFACE MOTION

CYCLE S/SEC T1 iN SEC
T1P IN 9ECNO9



FIGURE SOIL PROFILE A5-9 288 FT TO BEDROCK

PASADENA RECORD

lOP LATER POFLE 6.9/2OOFT CL1ECH P5DtNR MOTION
CLTECH PSRDENR MOTION CLTECH PSBEN MOTION

SIRRIN 1P PROFILE FE..9/2OO FT

PROFILE R69 203 FT OF FINE SFN

ri

_J

Li

cr1 Li _________________ Li

Li

ZLfl ______________________________

a-
Li

LiLia-LJ
LJ

Ui

5o- 40.0
TIME SECCCLE S/SEC

1J4E IN SEC6NDS CTCLE5 /SEC

TIME HISTORY OF STRAIN ON To SoiL LAYER
SOIL TRANSFER FUNCTION

TIME HISTORY OF SURFACE ACCELERATION FOURIER AMPLiTUDE SPECTRUM OF SURFACE MOTION



FIGURE SOIL PROFILE A3-2 FT TO BEDROCK

SIMULATED EARTHQUAKE

1P LPTEA PRF1LE P3.2 Fl
RA11F1C1R EPRHQURE PAIIFICIRL ERHThOURE RRTIFICIRL EPRThQURKE

S1APIN lOP LFIYEP PROFILE P3.2/
PROFILE P32

LII

\\\
11111

1191

.u UU OO 450 uD

CIcLE S/SEC
T1P iN SEC

TIME IN 5ECN05 CTCLE8 /SEC

SOIL TRANSFER FUNCTION TIME HISTORY OF STRAIN ON To SOIL LAYER TIME HISTORY OF SURFACE ACCELERATION FoURIER AMPLITUDE SPECTRUM OF SURFACE MOTION



F1RE 10 SOIL fRHLE A2-11 60 FT TO BEDROCK

SIMULATED EAPTHUAKE

TOP LRE PROFiLE P2.11/60 FT RaiiiiC1RLPRThQJRKE RRTF1C1L EPATHQUP PRTIFJCJPL ERRThQURE

RR PRF 1_i P2./ PROFILE P211/60 FT

ir fl

ryJ

Th
czrJ

5sEc
5ECP

cycLEs /SC

SOT TAP IN TIME HISTORY or SURFACE ACCELERATION
FOURIER AMPLITUDE SPECTRUM OF SURFACE 1OTION



FIGURE II AG-9 60 FT TO BFUROK

SIMULATED EARTHQUAKE

lOP LRTER PROFILE R6.9 /60 FT RRTIFICIRL ERR1HQJRE AUFJC1RL ERRTHQUL RT1FICIRL ERRTHQUPE

S1RflIN 10P LflYLA PRF.1LE flG.9/6 PROFILE P69/60 FT
cT

_________- ____

__ _______________Lu Lu

CYCLE 5/5tC T1 iN EC UE
CTCLE5 /5EC

TIYE HISTORY OF SURFACE ACCELERATION

SOIL TRANSFER FUNCTION
TIME HISTORY OF STRAIN ON OP SOIL LAYER

FOURIER AMPLITUDE SPECTRUM OF SURFACE MOTION



fIGURL 12 SOIL rROFILE G9 200 FT FGR0CK

SIMULAILTJ LARTHJAKE

TP LR1EA PRF1LE fl6.9/20011 RRT1F1C1L RHE A1FLqL ER H1UL

ciT

STR/N iP PRFJLE R.92OO FT

ci
Lu u.u o.u L0

CYCLE /EC TJM jb SEC

SOIL TRANSFER FUNCTION
TIME HISTORY OF STRAIN IN To SOIL LAYER lIME HNTORY OF SURrACE ACCELERATION


